Accurate forecasting of carbon price is important and fundamental for anticipating the changing trends of the energy market, and, thus, to provide a valid reference for establishing power industry policy. However, carbon price forecasting is complicated owing to the nonlinear and non-stationary characteristics of carbon prices. In this paper, a combined forecasting model based on variational mode decomposition (VMD) and spiking neural networks (SNNs) is proposed. An original carbon price series is firstly decomposed into a series of relatively stable components through VMD to simplify the interference and coupling across characteristic information of different scales in the data. Then, a SNN forecasting model is built for each component, and the partial autocorrelation function (PACF) is used to determine the input variables for each SNN model. The final forecasting result for the original carbon price can be obtained by aggregating the forecasting results of all the components. Actual InterContinental Exchange (ICE) carbon price data is used for simulation, and comprehensive evaluation criteria are proposed for quantitative error evaluation. Simulation results and analysis suggest that the proposed VMD-SNN forecasting model outperforms conventional models in terms of forecasting accuracy and reliability. Abstract: Accurate forecasting of carbon price is important and fundamental for anticipating the changing trends of the energy market, and, thus, to provide a valid reference for establishing power industry policy. However, carbon price forecasting is complicated owing to the nonlinear and non-stationary characteristics of carbon prices. In this paper, a combined forecasting model based on variational mode decomposition (VMD) and spiking neural networks (SNNs) is proposed. An original carbon price series is firstly decomposed into a series of relatively stable components through VMD to simplify the interference and coupling across characteristic information of different scales in the data. Then, a SNN forecasting model is built for each component, and the partial autocorrelation function (PACF) is used to determine the input variables for each SNN model. The final forecasting result for the original carbon price can be obtained by aggregating the forecasting results of all the components. Actual InterContinental Exchange (ICE) carbon price data is used for simulation, and comprehensive evaluation criteria are proposed for quantitative error evaluation. Simulation results and analysis suggest that the proposed VMD-SNN forecasting model outperforms conventional models in terms of forecasting accuracy and reliability.
Introduction
Global warming induced by fossil fuel consumption has become a formidable challenge faced by all countries, which has spurred the development of socialized economies. Correspondingly, a worldwide consensus has emerged to foster a clean, high efficiency and low-carbon energy system. The Kyoto Protocol agreement officially came into force in 2005, marking the beginning of greenhouse gas reduction by leveraging a market mechanism [1] . Henceforth, the carbon trading market has expanded worldwide. As one of the primary sources of carbon emissions, the power industry has a dramatic potential for carbon emissions reduction and obvious scope for optimization. In the past two decades, numerous studies have been conducted regarding power system planning and dispatching under market circumstances that take into account carbon trading and, in particular, future carbon prices [2] [3] [4] . Therefore, the development of a reliable carbon price forecasting and analysis approach is the key to anticipating the changing trends of the energy market, and, thus, to provide a valid reference for establishing power industry policy.
Recently, carbon price forecasting has attracted considerable worldwide attention. Generally speaking, existing models and methods that have been adopted can be mainly divided into two which serves as the kernel of this paper. Section 4 presents the comprehensive evaluation criteria and analysis of the simulation results is presented to verify the feasibility and forecasting performance of the proposed model based on the established evaluation criteria. Finally, Section 5 presents the conclusions of the work.
Methodologies

Variational Mode Decomposition (VMD)
VMD transfers the signal decomposition process into a process of solving a variational model to obtain the sub-signals (modes). It is superior to EMD in getting rid of the cycling screening signal processing method. Assuming that each mode has a limited bandwidth with a unique center frequency in the frequency domain, the signal can be adaptively decomposed by obtaining the optimal solution of the constrained variational model. The center frequency and bandwidth of each mode is constantly updated during the variational model solution process. Each mode is demodulated to its corresponding baseband, and, ultimately, all the modes and their corresponding center frequencies are extracted [25] . In the following, the process of the VMD algorithm is described briefly, and the concrete procedures involved are illustrated in Figure 1 .
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Variational Mode Decomposition (VMD)
Update for all 0, according to Eq. In the VMD algorithm, the intrinsic mode functions (IMFs) are redefined as amplitude modulated and frequency modulated (AM-FM) signals [25] , which are given as a function of time t:
where In the VMD algorithm, the intrinsic mode functions (IMFs) are redefined as amplitude modulated and frequency modulated (AM-FM) signals [25] , which are given as a function of time t:
where φ k ptq is the phase, A k ptq and ω k ptq are the envelope and instantaneous frequency of the kth mode u k ptq, respectively, and ω k ptq = φ1 k ptq. Both A k ptq and ω k ptq vary much more slowly than φ k ptq, which implies that, on a sufficiently long interval rt´δ, t`δs (δ « 2π{φ1 k ptq), u k ptq can be considered to be a pure harmonic signal with amplitude A k ptq and instantaneous frequency ω k ptq. Assume the original signal f is decomposed into K discrete modes, such that the variational problem can be described as a constrained variational problem. The problem is targeted at minimizing the sum of the estimated bandwidth for each mode by finding K mode functions u k ptq. Then the constrained variational formulation is given as follows:
Here tu k u " tu 1 , . . . u K u and tω k u " tω 1 , . . . ω K u are the set of all modes and their center frequencies, respectively. σptq is the Dirac distribution, j 2 "´1 and˚denotes convolution.
The above constrained variational problem can be addressed by introducing a quadratic penalty factor α and Lagrange multipliers λptq. Therefore, the augmented Lagrangian (L) is formulated as:
where ||‚|| p denotes the usual vector p norm (p " 2). The optimization methodology denoted as the alternate direction method of multipliers (ADMM) is then used to obtain the saddle point of the augmented Lagrangian by updating u
alternately. The convergence criterion of the algorithm is ř
q ă ε, where ε is the convergence tolerance andˆdenotes the Fuorier transforms. The final updated equations are given as follows [25] :
where n is the iteration number and τ is the time step of the dual ascent.
Spiking Neural Networks (SNNs)
The architecture of a SNN consists of a feedforward network of spiking neurons with multiple delayed synaptic terminals. A spiking neuron is the basic unit of a SNN, and common models of spiking neurons are the leaky integrate-and-fire model (LIFM), Hodgkin-Huxley model (HHM) and spike response model (SRM) [12] . The standard three-layer feedforward SNN based on SRM is adopted in this paper. Figure 2 illustrates the connectivity between an arbitrary spiking neuron h and the ith neuron in successive layers.
From Figure 2 , we can see that the SNN differs from conventional back propagation (BP) neural network in that an individual connection consists of a fixed number of m synaptic terminals. Each terminal serves as a sub-connection associated with an adjustable delay d k and weight W hi k .
A temporal encoding scheme is adopted in SNN, which takes the firing time of a spiking neuron as input and output signals directly. The characteristics of multiple delayed synaptic terminals and the time encoding scheme provide SNNs with not only a powerful computing capability and good applicability, but also time series tractability in particular. Each neuron fires at most a single spike during the simulation interval, and only fires when an internal state variable, denoted as the membrane potential (MP), reaches the preset neuronal excitation threshold  (in Figure 2) . Meanwhile, the neuron firing the spike generates an output signal, denoted as the post synaptic potential (PSP), which is defined by the spike-response function ( ) t  :
Here, s  is the membrane potential decay time constant that determines the rise and decay time of the PSP. Neuron h receives a series of spikes, and its firing time is h t . Therefore, the actual firing time a i t of neuron i is calculated as follows: The training algorithm employed for the SNN is spike propagation (SpikeProp), which is a supervised learning algorithm proposed by Bohte et al. [14] . In the SpikeProp algorithm, the weight of the network is adjusted to minimize the training error E for the entire network until it is within an established tolerance. A detailed description of the SpikeProp algorithm for a three-layer feedforward SNN is as follows:
(1) Calculate E for the entire network according to the difference between the actual spike firing time a j t and the desired spike firing time
t of all neurons j in output layer J, respectively: Each neuron fires at most a single spike during the simulation interval, and only fires when an internal state variable, denoted as the membrane potential (MP), reaches the preset neuronal excitation threshold θ (in Figure 2) . Meanwhile, the neuron firing the spike generates an output signal, denoted as the post synaptic potential (PSP), which is defined by the spike-response function εptq:
Here, τ s is the membrane potential decay time constant that determines the rise and decay time of the PSP. Neuron h receives a series of spikes, and its firing time is t h . Therefore, the actual firing time t a i of neuron i is calculated as follows:
Here, Y k h ptq is the unweight contribution of a single synaptic terminal to MP, and X i ptq is the MP of neuron i. d k and W k hi denote the delay and weight associated with k-th synaptic terminal, respectively. The training algorithm employed for the SNN is spike propagation (SpikeProp), which is a supervised learning algorithm proposed by Bohte et al. [14] . In the SpikeProp algorithm, the weight of the network is adjusted to minimize the training error E for the entire network until it is within an established tolerance. A detailed description of the SpikeProp algorithm for a three-layer feedforward SNN is as follows:
(1) Calculate E for the entire network according to the difference between the actual spike firing time t a j and the desired spike firing time t d j of all neurons j in output layer J, respectively:
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where Γ j represents the set of all presynaptic neurons for neuron j. (3) Calculate δ i for all neurons i in hidden layer I:
where Γ i and Γ i are the set of all postsynaptic neurons and presynaptic neurons for neuron i, respectively. (4) Adjust the weights ∆W k ij and ∆W k hi for output layer J and hidden layer I, respectively, according to the network learning rate η as follows.
The Proposed VMD-SNN Forecasting Model
To capture the complicated intrinsic nonlinear and non-stationary characteristics of carbon price data, by using the VMD algorithm, an original carbon price series is firstly decomposed into a series of IMF components with higher regularity than the original data. For the superior performance of SNNs in forecasting, the SNN forecasting model for each stationary IMF component is built by considering the characteristics of that component. To reflect the relationship between the input(s) and output(s) of SNNs, the PACF and the resulting partial autocorrelation graph, which is simply the plots of the PACF against the lag length, are used to determine the input variables for the SNN forecasting model corresponding to each IMF [30, 31] . Finally, the forecasting results of all the IMF components are aggregated to produce a combined forecasting result for the original carbon price. A detailed description regarding the determination of input variables is given in Section 3.1, and the overall forecasting procedures are discussed in Section 3.2.
Determination of Input Variables by PACF
Assuming that x t is the output variable, if the partial autocorrelation at lag k is outside of the 95% confidence interval r´1.96{ ? N, 1.96{ ? Ns, x t´k is one of the input variables. The previous value x t´1 is taken as the input variable if all the PACF coefficients are within the 95% confidence interval. The PACF is described as follows: for a carbon price series tx 1 , x 2 ,¨¨¨x n u, the covariance at lag k (if k = 0, it is the variance), denoted by γ k , is estimated as:
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where x is the mean of the carbon price series and M = n/4 is the maximum lag. Then, the autocorrelation function (ACF) at lag k, denoted by ρ k , can be estimated as:
Based on the covariance and the resulting ACF, the calculation for the PACF at lag k, for k " 1, 2, . . . , M, denoted by α kk , is presented as follows:
Overall Procedures of the VMD-SNN Forecasting Model
The overall procedures of the proposed VMD-SNN forecasting model are illustrated in Figure 3 , which are generally comprised of the following main steps:
Step 1. Apply the VMD algorithm to decompose the original carbon price series into K IMF components (sub-series).
Step 2. For each IMF component, with the output variable x t , the input variables are determined through observing the partial autocorrelogram via PACF. Based on the covariance and the resulting ACF, the calculation for the PACF at lag k,
, is presented as follows:
Step 1. Apply the VMD algorithm to decompose the original carbon price series into K IMF components (sub-series). 
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Data Description
The InterContinental Exchange (ICE) is the largest carbon emissions futures exchange in Europe. The EUA traded in the European Union emissions trading system (EU ETS) has also been leading the world carbon price, and is becoming a representative index of the general carbon price [21] . Therefore, forecasting the price of EUA carbon emissions futures matured in December, 2012 (DEC12) 
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Data Description
The InterContinental Exchange (ICE) is the largest carbon emissions futures exchange in Europe. The EUA traded in the European Union emissions trading system (EU ETS) has also been leading the world carbon price, and is becoming a representative index of the general carbon price [21] . Therefore, forecasting the price of EUA carbon emissions futures matured in December, 2012 (DEC12) from the ICE can effectively reflect the overall state of the EU ETS at that time. The carbon emissions price data used in this paper are daily transaction data available from the ICE website [33] .
Owing to its availability and continuity, the DEC12 carbon price series obtained from 13 June 2008 to 17 December 2012, excluding public holidays, with 1149 total data points, was chosen as experimental samples in this study. For modeling convenience, the data obtained from 13 June 2008 to 22 May 2012, excluding public holidays, with a total of 1000 data points were used as training sets, and the remaining 149 data points were used as testing sets to verify the effectiveness of the VMD-SNN forecasting model based on the comprehensive error evaluation criteria.
In addition, to improve the generalization capability and forecasting accuracy of the network, all the original carbon series and decomposed sub-series must be normalized prior to training and testing as follows:
p˚" p´p min p max´pmin (19) Here, p˚represents the sample data after normalization and p is the original sample data. p max and p min are the maximum and minimum values of p, respectively.
Comprehensive Evaluation Criteria
To evaluate the forecasting performance of the proposed VMD-SNN carbon price forecasting model comprehensively and effectively from different perspectives, this paper puts forward comprehensive evaluation criteria taking into account both level and phase errors. The level errors mainly describe the differences between actual and forecasting results in the vertical direction over a given time period. It can be often summed up as smaller or larger. The phase errors mainly describe the differences between actual and forecasting results along the horizontal timeline, which, broadly speaking reflect the leading or lagging between forecasting and actual carbon price series peaks/valleys.
Evaluation Indexes
Assuming that y i and " y i are the actual and forecasting carbon price values at time i, respectively, and N is the number of data. The root mean square error (RMSE), calculated according to Equation (20) , measures the degree of forecasting error dispersion, and the mean absolute error (MAE), calculated according to Equation (21) , measures the average amplitude of error. Combining the two indexes can provide a macroscopic evaluation of the level error characteristics of the forecasting carbon price series. Next, the maximum absolute percentage error (MaxAPE), calculated according to Equation (22), concentrates on the maximal absolute percentage error, which reflects the forecasting risk of choosing a particular model:
of 16
MaxAPE " max i˜ˇy i´" y i y iˇ¸ˆ1 00, i " 1, 2,¨¨¨, N
The correlation coefficient denoted by I cc , which primarily measures the level and phase errors directly, can describe the correlation between the actual and forecasting carbon price series. The forecasting accuracy increases with increasing I cc , and is defined as follows:
where Y a and Y f are the actual and forecasting carbon price series, respectively, and D represents the variance.
Histogram of the Error Frequency Distribution
This index is an improvement of the mean error (ME), which substitutes the original averaging process for the form of frequency distribution histogram. This index reserves the function of ME to measure whether the system is unbiased, in addition, it gives distribution of the error bands in the forecasting result. The degree of concentration for the error frequency distribution relative to zero can be regarded as a basis for comparing different forecasting models.
Parameter Setting
To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed VMD-SNN forecasting model, the single BP and SNN models are employed as benchmarks for comparison. In addition, the combined EMD-SNN and VMD-BP models are also used to forecast the carbon price for the purpose of comparison. The forecasting simulations are performed on a MATLAB ® (R2014a) platform, and the simulation parameters are set as follows.
The number of modes K should be firstly determined when applying the VMD algorithm to decompose the original DEC12 carbon price series. The primary distinguishing characteristic of a mode is its center frequency. Thus, for simplicity, we determined K on the basis of the method's capability to distinguish center frequencies. For DEC12, modes with similar center frequencies are observed to appear when K reaches 6, and we argue that this corresponds with the onset of greedy decomposition. Consequently, K is set to 6. The penalty factor α and the tolerance of convergence criterion ε are set to default values of 2000 and 10´6, respectively. Moreover, the noise with low level in the original data can be filtered by adjusting the update parameter τ ą 0, and the value is set to 0.3 in this paper. For the EMD algorithm, the thresholds and tolerance level of the stop criterion are determined as rθ 1 , θ 1 , αs " " 0.05, 0.5, 5ˆ10´4 ‰ . In the SNN model, the number of synaptic terminals m is set to 16, and the corresponding synapses delay d k is selected as an incremental integer in the interval [1, 16] . The decay time constant τ s is set to 6 ms, and the excitation threshold θ for all neurons is set as 1 mV. For both SNN and BP, the maximum iterations and learning rate are set as 1000 and 0.0005, respectively.
Results and Analysis
The forecasting simulations are conducted according to the procedures discussed in Section 3.2. Firstly, the proposed VMD algorithm and the widely used EMD algorithm are adopted to decompose the DEC12 carbon price series, and the decomposition results are illustrated in Figures 4  and 5 respectively.
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The forecasting simulations are conducted according to the procedures discussed in Section 3.2. Firstly, the proposed VMD algorithm and the widely used EMD algorithm are adopted to decompose the DEC12 carbon price series, and the decomposition results are illustrated in Figures 4 and 5, respectively . Based on Figures 4 and 5 , it can be observed that the original DEC12 series is decomposed into six IMFs via VMD and nine IMFs plus one residue via EMD. It is noteworthy that, although the carbon price is positive, the values of IMFs may be negative.
The VMD algorithm extracts the significant volatility and trend sub-series at equivalent scales in the original DEC12. In addition, relative to the IMFs derived from VMD, the values of IMF1-IMF3 derived from EMD oscillate with very high frequencies, which results in additional difficulties for forecasting. Then, using the PACF, the partial autocorrelogram of DEC12 and the obtained IMFs can be conveniently derived, which are shown in Figures 6 and 7 , respectively. Based on evaluation of the partial autocorrelograms, the input variables of the original carbon price series and the IMFs obtained via the two decomposition algorithms corresponding to output variable t x are presented in Table 1 . Based on Figures 4 and 5 it can be observed that the original DEC12 series is decomposed into six IMFs via VMD and nine IMFs plus one residue via EMD. It is noteworthy that, although the carbon price is positive, the values of IMFs may be negative.
The VMD algorithm extracts the significant volatility and trend sub-series at equivalent scales in the original DEC12. In addition, relative to the IMFs derived from VMD, the values of IMF1-IMF3 derived from EMD oscillate with very high frequencies, which results in additional difficulties for forecasting. Then, using the PACF, the partial autocorrelogram of DEC12 and the obtained IMFs can be conveniently derived, which are shown in Figures 6 and 7 respectively. Based on evaluation of the partial autocorrelograms, the input variables of the original carbon price series and the IMFs obtained via the two decomposition algorithms corresponding to output variable x t are presented in Table 1 . 
After determining the input variables, basic single BP and SNN models are used to forecast the original carbon price series and the obtained IMFs. Meanwhile, the forecasting results of the IMFs were aggregated to produce a combined forecasting result for the VMD-based and EMD-based modeling processes, respectively. The actual DEC12 carbon price series and the final forecasting results of various forecasting models are presented in Figure 8 . In addition, to facilitate comparison, enlarged views of the carbon price series curves shown in Figure 8 in the time intervals reflecting strong volatility are given in Figure 9 . Enlarged views basically cover the peaks and valleys of the actual DEC12 carbon price series curve, and can reflect the fluctuation characteristics of the DEC12 and the tracking performance of forecasting models.
It follows from the DEC12 data shown in Figure 8 that, despite the periodic volatility at different scales, an abnormal stochastic volatility is observed in the carbon price series. Therefore, the complexity of the carbon price variation makes accurate forecasting difficult. Nevertheless, the forecasting result of the proposed VMD-SNN model closely tracks the changing trends of the actual carbon price, even nearby inflection points, which is made particularly apparent from Figure 9 under conditions of extreme price volatility. The tracking performances of the other forecasting models considered in this paper are obviously inferior. For example, the forecasting results of single BP and SNN models exhibit large level errors in time interval [1, 18] ( , , , )
After determining the input variables, basic single BP and SNN models are used to forecast the original carbon price series and the obtained IMFs. Meanwhile, the forecasting results of the IMFs were aggregated to produce a combined forecasting result for the VMD-based and EMD-based modeling processes, respectively. The actual DEC12 carbon price series and the final forecasting results of various forecasting models are presented in Figure 8 . In addition, to facilitate comparison, enlarged views of the carbon price series curves shown in Figure 8 in the time intervals reflecting strong volatility are given in Figure 9 . Enlarged views basically cover the peaks and valleys of the actual DEC12 carbon price series curve, and can reflect the fluctuation characteristics of the DEC12 and the tracking performance of forecasting models. It follows from the DEC12 data shown in Figure 8 that, despite the periodic volatility at different scales, an abnormal stochastic volatility is observed in the carbon price series. Therefore, the complexity of the carbon price variation makes accurate forecasting difficult. Nevertheless, the forecasting result of the proposed VMD-SNN model closely tracks the changing trends of the actual carbon price, even nearby inflection points, which is made particularly apparent from Figure 9 under conditions of extreme price volatility. The tracking performances of the other forecasting models considered in this paper are obviously inferior. For example, the forecasting results of single BP and SNN models exhibit large level errors in time interval [1, 18] , [111, 128] , [45, 55] and [135, 145] . On the other hand, large phase errors exist in the forecasting results of the combined EMD-SNN and VMD-BP models in time interval [135, 145] .
For a quantitative analysis of the forecasting results, Table 2 lists the error statistics for the various forecasting models considered. In Table 2 , the RMSE, MAE, MaxAPE and cc I values of the VMD-SNN model are 0.0437, 0.0355, 2.197% and 0.9993, respectively, indicating that the forecasting accuracy is higher and the forecasting risk is smaller when using the proposed VMD-SNN model to forecast the carbon price. Based on Table 2 , we can further conclude the following: (a) The forecasting performance of the single SNN model is better than that of the conventional BP model, which indicates that SNN is more capable of strong nonlinear mapping, and is more applicable to forecasting the dynamic and nonlinear characteristics of the carbon price. (b) The forecasting performances of the combined forecasting models are superior to any single model. This may be For a quantitative analysis of the forecasting results, Table 2 lists the error statistics for the various forecasting models considered. In Table 2 , the RMSE, MAE, MaxAPE and I cc values of the VMD-SNN model are 0.0437, 0.0355, 2.197% and 0.9993, respectively, indicating that the forecasting accuracy is higher and the forecasting risk is smaller when using the proposed VMD-SNN model to forecast the carbon price. Based on Table 2 , we can further conclude the following: (a) The forecasting performance of the single SNN model is better than that of the conventional BP model, which indicates that SNN is more capable of strong nonlinear mapping, and is more applicable to forecasting the dynamic and nonlinear characteristics of the carbon price; (b) The forecasting performances of the combined forecasting models are superior to any single model. This may be attributable to the fact that mode decomposition can capture the complicated intrinsic characteristics, including both linear and nonlinear characteristics, in the carbon price series. Therefore, integrating a mode decomposition method within forecasting models has a positive effect on the overall forecasting capability; (c) That the proposed VMD-SNN forecasting model outperforms the EMD-SNN model can be mainly attributed to the fact that the carbon price series is decomposed more accurately via the VMD algorithm. This emphasizes the significance of the VMD algorithm for improving forecasting performance in carbon price forecasting. Figure 10 shows histograms of the error frequency distribution for the various forecasting models considered. The frequency with which the forecasting error e ME % of the proposed VMD-SNN model resides within the interval (0, 10%) is approximately 90%. It is obvious that the range of error distribution of the proposed VMD-SNN model is very narrow, and the degree of concentration for the error frequency distribution relative to zero is much greater than that of the other forecasting models. Moreover, the limit error of the VMD-SNN model is slightly greater than 20%, which is far smaller than that of the other models. The above analysis implies that the proposed VMD-SNN model yields significant improvements in carbon price forecasting.
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Conclusions
Carbon price forecasting is a difficult and complex task owing to the non-linear and non-stationary characteristics of carbon price series data. It is scarcely possible to achieve a satisfactory forecasting result by simply employing a single model. This paper focused on aggregating multi-algorithms to exploit the intrinsic characteristics of carbon price series data, and a VMD-SNN combined forecasting model was proposed to forecast the carbon price. Using VMD, the carbon price series is decomposed into volatility and trend sub-series at equivalent scales, such that the complicated intrinsic linear and nonlinear characteristics are appropriately captured. The SNN model, which is capable of strong nonlinear mapping, is proposed as a forecaster for each Figure 10 . Histograms of the error frequency distribution for the various forecasting models.
Carbon price forecasting is a difficult and complex task owing to the non-linear and non-stationary characteristics of carbon price series data. It is scarcely possible to achieve a satisfactory forecasting result by simply employing a single model. This paper focused on aggregating multi-algorithms to exploit the intrinsic characteristics of carbon price series data, and a VMD-SNN combined forecasting model was proposed to forecast the carbon price. Using VMD, the carbon price series is decomposed into volatility and trend sub-series at equivalent scales, such that the complicated intrinsic linear and nonlinear characteristics are appropriately captured. The SNN model, which is capable of strong nonlinear mapping, is proposed as a forecaster for each decomposition component. Additionally, the PACF and the partial autocorrelogram are used as statistical tools to determine the input variables for the resulting SNN forecasting models. The individual results are aggregated to produce a final forecasting result for the original carbon price series. The actual daily transaction price data of EUA from the ICE obtained from 13 June 2008 to 22 May 2012 is used to verify the effectiveness of the proposed VMD-SNN forecasting model, and quantitative evaluation is conducted based on comprehensive error evaluation criteria. Simulation results and analysis demonstrate that the influence of nonlinear and non-stationary characteristics of data on the carbon price forecasting is reduced by the VMD-SNN model. Therefore the proposed VMD-SNN combined forecasting model performs better than conventional single models and EMD-based combined models. The simulation results also suggest that the model not only can be used to forecast the carbon price, but also can be extensively applied to other forecasting fields.
